This home was built to the International Residential Code®, one of fifteen coordinated, modern building safety codes that help ensure the engineering of safe, sustainable and affordable structures.

Using the Municity software, this jurisdiction manages permits, inspections and more via an online portal.

Permit issued by IAS accredited building department.

Manufactured in a factory whose inspection program was accredited by IAS to ensure proper safety protocols and inspection procedures were followed. IAS is a nonprofit, public benefit corporation that accredits organizations to national and international standards. Accreditation demonstrates an organization’s competence and capability to their customers, regulators, and the public.

This faucet was certified through ICC-ES PMG, the premier plumbing, mechanical and fuel gas products certification program for North America.

The DCP platform provides virtual access to over 1,000 of the latest codes and standards.

Jurisdiction conducts remote virtual inspection while maintaining the record of the inspection within the CDS Municity software.

This house collects rainwater through a system built to the CSA/ICC 805 standard for rainwater harvesting. The Code Council produces 20 standards that define safety and quality requirements.

The plans for this house were reviewed by Code Council experts who deliver the most detailed and precise plan reviews in the building industry.

Tested for fire resistance at the NTA fire testing facility.

Building products, materials and systems used to build this home were evaluated by ICC-ES for code compliance. Code officials trust ICC-ES reports when approving products for installation.

This house was built to the International Residential Code®, one of fifteen coordinated, modern building safety codes that help ensure the engineering of safe, sustainable and affordable structures.

From online municipal codes to interactive zoning maps, General Code and American Legal Publishing help communities find and access the information they need on codes and standards.

Jurisdiction conducts remote virtual inspection while maintaining the record of the inspection within the CDS Municity software.

Tested for flow rate at the NTA plumbing lab. ICC NTA solves business challenges for innovative commercial and residential builders, manufacturers and suppliers, protects consumers, and supports code officials, design professionals and partner agencies through accredited third-party services.

This house collects rainwater through a system built to the CSA/ICC 805 standard for rainwater harvesting. The Code Council produces 20 standards that define safety and quality requirements.

The plans for this house were reviewed by Code Council experts who deliver the most detailed and precise plan reviews in the building industry.

Tested for fire resistance at the NTA fire testing facility.

Building products, materials and systems used to build this home were evaluated by ICC-ES for code compliance. Code officials trust ICC-ES reports when approving products for installation.

This house was built to the International Residential Code®, one of fifteen coordinated, modern building safety codes that help ensure the engineering of safe, sustainable and affordable structures.

From online municipal codes to interactive zoning maps, General Code and American Legal Publishing help communities find and access the information they need on codes and standards.